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Abstract

Kotka is a collection management system (CMS) developed by the Finnish Museum of

Natural History (Luomus) and used by all major institutes with natural history collections in

Finland. It is one of the primary data sources of the Finnish Biodiversity Information Facility

through which the data managed in Kotka is distributed (species.fi). Kotka is designed to

allow flexible development of new tools to support collection management practices. This

paper describes some of the tools included in Kotka.

Label designer 

Printed labels have traditionally been used to store and display data about specimens. In

modern collection informatics their role in connecting specimens to electronic data and in

collection  and data  curation  is  emphasised.  Requirements  for  the  labels  are  changing

rapidly and different types of specimens have completely different label designs.

To give the collection managers an option to design suitable labels to meet their needs, we

have created a WYSIWYG (What You See is What You Get) label designer (Fig. 1). It

allows users to pick desired data fields and arrange them on the label, adjust styles and

sizes, and generate HTTP-URI identifiers with QR Codes (Quick Response Codes).
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The label designer can be used with a modern web browser or as a standalone desktop

application, on both Windows and Mac. It is open source and can be integrated with other

applications by using it as an Angular module or as an custom element to any site.

The label designer serves both scientific natural history collection managers and amateurs

managing private collections. At Luomus the tool is used both in the Kotka CMS and in the

Notebook system for species occurrence records.

Annotations 

As collections are increasingly used and managed digitally, the traditional means of quality

control and data improvement are no longer sufficient. We have developed tools which

allow e.g.  external  researchers  and  citizen  experts  to  review specimen data  online  at

species.fi  (species.fi),  and  annotate  the  data  by  evaluating  its  quality,  propose  and/or

change species identifications and include comments. The annotations are delivered to

collection managers who can then use them to update and improve the specimen data at

the primary data source.

QR Code reader 

Modern  specimen  labels  often  include  specimen  identifiers  such  as  QR  Codes  or

barcodes. To improve collection management efficiency, we have made a QR Code reader

application, which allows collection managers to read these codes and display specimen

data quickly on a handheld device (e.g. mobile phone) or a desktop computer with a web

camera.

The application is open source and can be configured to connect to any system utilizing

HTTP-URI identifiers.

 
Figure 1. 

Screenshot of the label designer showing an example design.
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